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ABSTRACT This study proposes a framework for extracting unique discussions of the interests of managers
and entrepreneurs on Twitter (X). By unique discussions of interests, we mean those that are more tweeted
by these communities but rarely by public people. These discussions can be facts and/or sentiments related to
some topics. Since this is a subjective problem, human intervention can lead to bias in the results. Therefore,
we propose an unsupervised method with zero information about the context since prior knowledge stems
from human intervention. Consequently, there is no real ground truth. To retrieve such discussions of
interests, first, unique tweets (discussions) are identified in two stages. In the first stage, a scoring algorithm
is proposed that gives a score to each tweet of a specific year and tweets are sorted based on their scores.
Different sets of tweets are selected based on their scores and considered automatically created ground
truths. In the next stage, an unsupervised convolutional neural network trained on the created ground truth is
used for the classification of tweets of other years (whether they are unique to these communities). Finally,
latent Dirichlet analysis is applied to the detected unique tweets to give the most common interest topics
discussed by these communities. Experimental analysis is performed on tweets from 2017-2019. The results
reveal these communities’ attitudes and highlight interesting common and different topics discussed between
managers and entrepreneurs; some of them can be difficult for humans to predict in advance. The proposed
approach is applicable to any community.

INDEX TERMS Entrepreneurs, managers, opinion mining, topic extraction, unique discussions of interests,
unsupervised classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
Social networks and microblogs such as Twitter (X), Face-
book, LinkedIn, and industry-based applications such as
Booking, TripAdvisor, and Expedia are becoming very popu-
lar among people. Social media is a rich source of information
exchanged among people to share their opinions. People
can share their opinions and stories in the form of text,
images, videos, voices, and links. These opinions can be
related to general topics or specific professions. There-
fore, opinion mining from these platforms has drawn much
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attention in recent years. Companies, organizations, scien-
tists, politicians, and many people receive feedback from
these opinions [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. For example, a fam-
ily can choose their destinations for a trip based on the
experiences of travelers that have been expressed in the
related sites or applications [6]. Customers use the opinions
of previous buyers to select the best service/goods from
various brands. Companies use this information to improve
their services and products or their marketing strategies [7].
Politicians can find the opinion of a nation on cultural,
social, economic, and political issues, such as which can-
didate has the most chance to be elected in a presidential
competition [8].
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Twitter (X) is a widely used platform for expressing the
opinions of people related to various subjects, usually in the
form of texts along with links, images, videos, or voices.
It is logical to assume that some tweets of everybody are
usually related to their profession or shared between individ-
uals of a professional community. We name these opinions
specific/unique opinions or specific/unique discussions of
interests of a group that has a specific profession. However,
in addition to unique interests for a community, these people
can tweet about topics, namely, public opinions or public
discussions of interests, that are shared by many others who
do not have that profession, namely, public people. For exam-
ple, if there is a society of users of mathematicians, it is
expected that a considerable amount of their tweets is related
to mathematics. However, it is unlikely that a subject related
to mathematics (e.g., wavelets) is discussed by many public
people. Note that this does not mean that public users do not
discuss mathematics; engineers may tweet about mathemat-
ics too. However, if there are two large groups, one group of
mathematicians (target group) and the other group is chosen
randomly from people with other professions (public group),
the number or density of tweets related tomathematics will be
low in the public group in comparison with that of the target
group. In addition, we do not seek just discussions related to
the job of a professional community. We also want to find
other interests, not (directly) related to their profession but
common habits or interests, which are discussed frequently
in their tweets, but public people rarely discuss them. As an
example, mathematicians may tweet more about reading fic-
tion books than public people. Therefore, this is considered a
unique interest for mathematicians.

We want to find unique opinions or discussions of interests
of entrepreneurs and managers (business people) that are not
usually discussed by the people who are not entrepreneurs
and managers (public people). For this task, since people
can tweet about any topic, first for tweets of managers and
entrepreneurs, their unique tweets and common tweets with
public people should be discriminated against. For this pur-
pose, tweets of public users are used as a catalyst or auxiliary
set. These tweets help us divide tweets of target users into
common (with the public) and unique ones.

Since this task is a subjective problem, for labeling tweets,
individuals may have different inferences if a tweet is unique
or common to the public, and the results can change from
one person to another. To remove this bias, a method without
human intervention and any prior knowledge is presented.
The cost of these assumptions is that there is no ground truth,
which is necessary for training and evaluating a machine
learning algorithm.

In this study, tweets are used to find the interests of
entrepreneurs and managers. The focus is on interests that are
expressed in the text of tweets. We do not consider audios,
images, videos, or links that are referred to in some tweets.
There are several reasons why tweets are selected for this
purpose. Twitter (X) is one of the most widely used social
media platforms for sharing daily stories or ideas of people

regarding different issues. Tweets can also show the change
in the opinions of users over time. Due to its limitation in
the number of maximum characters (at the time of writing
this paper, it is 280 characters), people express their ideas
directly, briefly, and sometimes with abstractions along with
links, emojis, images, or videos. In many tweets, text is the
main source of information, although these texts are usually
short and unstructured. In contrast, books are written by
few people, so there are no opinions of many target peo-
ple. Additionally, papers are usually written by academic
or well-known people. In this project, we target groups of
entrepreneurs and managers around the world, regardless of
their fame, academic background, or other factors. This goal
is also achieved by tweets so that any person can express their
ideas. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that aims to find unique discussions of interests (and not just
sentiments) of a professional community from unstructured
short texts.

This paper has the following contributions: We propose
a fully unsupervised method with zero information about
the context for identifying unique discussions of interests in
tweets of entrepreneurs and managers. This is the first study
that addresses the unique discussions of interests of these
communities. Unique discussions (tweets) are identified
using an unsupervised scoring algorithm and an unsupervised
convolutional neural network (CNN). The scoring algorithm
gives us an automatically created ground truth. This scor-
ing algorithm is based on the comparison of the density
of concepts used in some tweets of entrepreneurs/managers
and public users. CNN is used to confirm that the created
ground truth is suitable for the training and is mainly used
for the classification of other tweets. Finally, LDA is applied
to unique tweets for the extraction of unique interest topics.
Entrepreneurs and managers (especially those new to these
fields) can use these results to gain insight into the attitudes
and thoughts of their colleagues and to identify what is
important to them, particularly in their profession. This infor-
mation can be used to improve their performance and enable
their companies to better compete with others. Although the
professional groups in this work are entrepreneurs and man-
agers, the method can be applied to any other professional
community.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents related works on opinion mining, especially in
business, and states the differences between our work and
others. Section III explains the proposed method. Experi-
mental results are demonstrated in Section IV. Section V
discusses some issues related to the algorithm and future
works. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
Usually, in opinion mining, there are five key elements e,
a, s, h, t [9], [10], where e is the entity or the target, a
is the aspect of the entity e, h is the opinion holder, t is
the time when the opinion is stated, and s is the opinion
that the opinion holder states about the aspect of a of the
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entity e at t . For example, in ‘‘The price of the laptop is
good,’’ the laptop is the entity, price is the aspect and good
is the opinion or sentiment. In most applications of opinion
mining, the aim is to perform sentiment analysis or aspect
extraction. While sentiment analysis is more about the sen-
timent polarity s, aspect extraction focuses on finding the
aspect a from the corresponding opinion s of the text [10].
Sentiment analysis can be performed at the document level,
sentence level, or aspect level. Direct opinions give positive
or negative opinions directly such as ‘‘the sound quality
of the phone is perfect.’’ In contrast, comparison opinions
compare opinions about some features between two or more
entities, such as ‘‘the quality of camera X is better than that of
camera Y.’’

Wang et al. [10] reviewed different techniques for extract-
ing opinions and aspects at the document and sentence levels.
Particularly, for aspect extraction, unsupervised methods
such as topic modeling that could extract the product aspect
from an unlabeled review corpus were discussed. As noted,
most unsupervised methods for aspect detection use topic
modeling or POS (part of speech) tagging. Standard topic
models, such as LDA, could consider word co-occurrences
at the document level.

Bouazizi and Ohtsuki [11] considered multi-class senti-
ment analysis in tweets with the assumption that each tweet
may have more than one sentiment. A method (named quan-
tification) is proposed to find all sentiments in a tweet and
assign weights to them, representing how much they are
relevant to the tweet. This is beyond finding overall sentiment
polarity (positive, negative, and neutral). For example, two
tweets may have negative sentiments about a company, but
one tweet is about frustration and anger, while the other
expresses sadness or bad luck. Their method identifies 11 dif-
ferent sentiment classes. This work is a continuation of
previous authors’ work [12] that classifies tweets into one of
7 different sentiment classes.

Wang et al. [13] considered the usage of social media for
entrepreneurs to find both the level of engagement for their
startup and the level of venture financing. The results show
how differences in entrepreneurs’ tweets (differences in the
level of informativity, persuasiveness, and transformativity)
are associated with different levels of startup engagement and
venture financing, using activities related to the number of
tweets, the number of mentions of other accounts, and the
number of retweets.

A new strategic business partnership recommendation ser-
vice was developed by Tsutsumi et al. [14]. They have
explored approximately 280 million user reactions on Face-
book by a similarity model between businesses that considers
the opinions of users on content shared by businesses on
Facebook. This model represents virtual relationships among
businesses in the virtual world generated by users.

Obschonka et al. [15] used digital footprints on Twitter
(X) and Facebook to identify the personality characteris-
tics of superstar entrepreneurs and managers. Specifically,
they compare the personality characteristics of 106 of the

most influential business leaders based on the individuals’
Twitter (X) messages (Receptivity). Their results show that
superstar managers are more entrepreneurial in many per-
sonality characteristics than superstar entrepreneurs. Addi-
tionally, superstar entrepreneurs seem to show features of
a classic ‘‘Schumpeterian’’ entrepreneurial personality with
respect to being creative and independent rule-breakers.

Mukhopadhyay [16] studied sentiment analysis in man-
agement, and Chen et al. [17] considered opinion mining
in the financial domain and for investors. Opinion mining
in the financial sector for big data was demonstrated by
Bach et al. [18], and applications of text and opinionmining in
the financial domainwere illustrated byKumar andRavi [19].
Kozinets [20] has discussed the importance and applications
of opinion mining in social media in management and busi-
ness. Many papers, [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31], and [32] have addressed opinion mining
based on various criteria, such as the type of domain, tech-
niques, and different types of modalities, such as text, image,
video, and audio.

In conventional methods for opinion mining, the aim
is usually sentiment (feeling or emotion) analysis, aspect
extraction, or entity recognition and linking. However, our
work is different from other works since we want to find
unique opinions for a community. Opinions can be expressed
in facts, feelings, emotions, aspects, entities, or any other way.
Sentences can be considered factual and sentimental. In sen-
timental sentences, a positive or negative (sometimes natural)
sentiment regarding an entity or an aspect such as a service
or a product is expressed. For example, ‘‘AI is important in
business.’’ However, in factual sentences, facts are stated such
as ‘‘AI is used in business’’ or ‘‘Today is the inauguration of
theWorld Cup.’’ Therefore, in general, methods for extracting
aspect or sentiment analysis are not suitable here since they
look for specific features and try to find aspects and senti-
ments based on a relationship between positive/negative or
emotional words and aspects, while in our case, we may have
tweets without positive/negative words. Furthermore, we do
not know what our entities or aspects are in advance. Addi-
tionally, there is no real ground truth in our work. Moreover,
this is the first work that considers unique interests of specific
communities of entrepreneurs and managers. Therefore, our
work is different from the works in the literature.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
As reviewed in the previous section, in most applications
of opinion mining, we face sentimental sentences. However,
if we want to find a discussion related to a subject, both
factual and sentimental sentences should be considered. The
aim of this paper is to find the unique discussions of interests
of entrepreneurs and managers that are expressed in their
tweets. By unique discussions of interests, we mean discus-
sions and topics that are usually tweeted by the entrepreneurs
and managers community but rarely (in comparison) by pub-
lic people. As stated earlier, by public people, we mean
those who are not managers or entrepreneurs. These unique
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interests can be related to their profession or not. For example,
they may tweet frequently about marketing (a profession-
related interest), or they may tweet more about reading books
or creatingweblogs than public people. However, people such
as entrepreneurs can also tweet about a topic that can usually
be discussed by other people, namely, the public interest.
Therefore, we propose a method to discriminate between
unique and public discussions of interests.

In our method, the text of tweets is used to identify the
interests of entrepreneurs and managers. Note that for our
goal, we do not know if a tweet is unique or common to
the public in advance. Furthermore, in some applications,
such as social sciences, it is important to guarantee that there
will be no bias involved in the selection of tweets. Since
our work is a subjective task, the results can change greatly
from one person to another for annotation. Even it might be
difficult to say whether a tweet is related to entrepreneurship;
for example, consider this tweet (courtesy of Twitter or X):
‘‘The private sector could build roads, shopping centers build
their own roads all the time. They’d be willing to front the
cost because control of transport route is valuable and they
wouldn’t need tolls since the road would draw in business
to offset cost.’’ One person can say this tweet is expressing
an entrepreneurship concern while another one can say it is
related to a social issue, or someone can say it is related
to politics. Furthermore, it is possible that some tweets are
ambiguous and nuance between different topics is not clear
or it may need some pre-knowledge of the intention of the
writer. Therefore, there are some constraints in our work:

• There is no human intervention to avoid bias in the
results.

• There is no prior knowledge (by humans) about the
context(it can be considered a special case of the pre-
vious condition since any implicit knowledge implies
human intervention).

One consequence of the above conditions is that there is not a
real ground truth. In other words, manual labeling of tweets
is not authorized. The reason is that we do not know if the
topic of a tweet is just discussed by entrepreneurs/managers
or by many public people. Therefore, even crowdsourcing
such as MTurk cannot be used. Furthermore, since there is
no human intervention, we should use unsupervised algo-
rithms; otherwise, we would predefine what the unique
discussions of interests are by entrepreneurs/managers, and
the interest system is selected by humans. Unsupervised
methods can be problematic for evaluating classification
results when there is no ground truth. Moreover, methods that
require some initial knowledge are not applicable here. In the
following, we explain the different stages of our algorithm.
Fig. 1 shows the general block diagram of the proposed
method.

A. TWEET COLLECTION
In our work, only English tweets are used, and the
Tweepy [33] API is used for collecting tweets. There are

FIGURE 1. General block diagram of the proposed method.

different types for collecting tweets by this API. In the
first phase, we collected two sets of tweets from users who
had the keywords ‘‘entrepreneur’’ or ‘‘manager’’ on their
profile description (in each set, users had only one of the
keywords). The location could be anywhere in the world to
have generality and diversity. For the set of entrepreneurs,
we also tried other related keywords, such as ‘‘founder’’
and ‘‘founded,’’ but we noticed that many users with these
keywords were not entrepreneurs and were mostly related to
political fractions, liberty, or peace associations. Thus, only
the keyword ‘‘entrepreneur’’ was selected for our purpose.
We also collect tweets for public users. The public set plays
the role of a control group, which helps us to find common
public discussions of interests. Each API call is between
90-120 seconds. Then, there is exactly a 15-minute break.
Since this method searches recent tweets from anybody in the
world with the defined conditions, few tweets were collected
from users of entrepreneurs and managers. At the end of the
first phase, three groups of users are created:

• Entrepreneurs: users who have the keyword ‘‘entrepr-
eneur’’ but not ‘‘manager’’ in their profile

• Managers: users who have the keyword ‘‘manager’’ but
not ‘‘entrepreneur’’ in their profile

• Public: users who do not have the keywords ‘‘manager’’
or ‘‘entrepreneur’’ in their profile

In the second phase of collecting tweets, we specified the
condition ‘‘screen name’’ or ‘‘user_id’’ for the API by the
collected users, and the API returned a maximum of approx-
imately 3200 tweets per user (their recent tweets). In this
phase, tweets from the above users for three groups of
entrepreneurs, managers, and public people for the specific
years 2017, 2018, and 2019 were collected. For each tweet,
the following information provided by the API is stored:

• user screen name
• user name
• user_id
• tweet
• tweet time
• full name of the city for the tweet
• country code for the tweet
• location in profile
• profile description

It should be noted that there are some websites for finding
users based on keywords of the profiles. These websites
usually return users who havemany followers; in other words,
users who are ‘‘famous.’’ However, we need to be careful
with introducing ‘‘fame,’’ as this is biasing the sample. Fame
(mostly related to visibility) often relates to a specific kind
of language and positioning. Thus, by following ‘‘famous’’
entrepreneurs, for example, we would end up with a biased
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opinion system, one that is possibly very far from that of
average entrepreneurs who are not famous at all. This study is
about average entrepreneurship/management, not about how
entrepreneurship ormanagement is conceptualized in amedia
arena, and the two are suspected to be possibly very far apart.

It is possible that the profession of people changes or there
are some fake users, so they are not real entrepreneurs or
managers. Since LinkedIn is a social network that usually
contains a history of jobs that a person has had, we tried to
use LinkedIn by obtaining their career information to verify
whether the collected users are real entrepreneurs/managers.
However, there is no API for LinkedIn, and many users
on Twitter (X) do not write their LinkedIn address in their
account; similarly, many users do not write their Twitter (X)
address in the contact section of their LinkedIn. In this case,
finding a LinkedIn account corresponding to its Twitter (X)
account is impossible. For the experiments, three sets of
tweets for entrepreneurs, managers, and public users are cre-
ated that contain user_id, tweets, and tweet time. Hereafter,
the Ent, Mng, and Public sets represent entrepreneurs, man-
agers, and public sets, respectively.

B. PREPROCESSING
Tweets are very short and generally colloquial. They usually
contain targets, emojis, emoticons, interjections, abbrevia-
tions, links, images/videos/audios, typos, and even some-
times in the wrong grammatical form or strange format,
such as ‘‘I like football 4 fuuuuuuuun -;).’’ Therefore, pre-
processing is necessary for further operations. In our work,
two types of cleaning are performed: light cleaning which
is applied to tweets in all stages of the proposed algorithm,
and full cleaning. For each algorithm in the proposed method,
different kinds of cleaned tweets are utilized.

In the light cleaning, which is used in the unsupervised
convolutional neural network stage, emojis, emoticons, tar-
gets, links, images, videos, audios, and non-ASCII characters
are removed. Also lowercase conversion (for some words,
they are converted to their equivalents before lowercase con-
version, like US/U.S. to USA), conversion of currencies and
their signs to ‘‘money,’’ and equivalent conversion for a few
common words, such as ‘‘united states’’ to ‘‘usa’’ or ‘‘can’t’’
to ‘‘cannot,’’ are performed.

For the stage of the unsupervised scoring algorithm and
topic extraction, the full cleaning is performed. In this clean-
ing, in addition to the light cleaning, stop words (which
are not related to the context) in libraries of NLTK [34],
Spacy [35], PyPI [36], and scikit-learn [37] are removed.
Furthermore, numbers, punctuations, special characters such
as # and %, and English alphabets (many of them exist
in Spacy and NLTK) are removed. Additionally, since the
required memory and time increase significantly when there
are more new words, interjections [38], [39], [40], which
are not related to an interest, are removed. Additionally,
in this stage, we need the root and meaning of the words
so there is no difference between ‘‘book’’ and ‘‘books’’ or

‘‘register’’ and ‘‘registered.’’ Therefore, lemmatizationis
used. This process is done to convert the plural form to
singular and to find the same form (infinitive) of the verbs.
For example, the lemmatization of ‘‘They have bought the
books’’ is ‘‘They have buy the book.’’ In other words, wewant
to know which concepts have been used in the tweets, not
which forms of these concepts. This process is very useful
in the scoring algorithm, which is described later. Note that
the stemming technique is not used since for some words,
this technique gives us incorrect answers for our purpose. For
example, the stemming result for ‘‘busy’’ and ‘‘business’’ is
the same, while their meaning or root is generally different
(at least in our work).
Example: In the following case, the light and full cleanings

are applied to a tweet:
Raw tweet:@JohnAI is used in business. https://abcde.com
Tweet after light cleaning: ai is used in business.
Tweet after full cleaning: ai use business

C. UNSUPERVISED SCORING ALGORITHM
The logic behind the scoring algorithm is that every commu-
nity with a specific profession frequently uses some words
or concepts related to their job or their common habits or
interests more than other people. As an example, business
people are more likely to tweet about the market or cus-
tomers than public people. The idea of this algorithm is
to give more weight to words and combinations of words
that discriminate between entrepreneurs/managers and the
public. These words and combinations are frequently used
by entrepreneurs/managers and rarely by other people. Thus,
discriminative or indicative tweets (discussions) between
entrepreneurs/managers and the public can be found by these
words and combinations. If a tweet contains more discrimi-
native words or combinations compared to all the words or
combinations in the tweet, it is more likely to be unique to
the target communities. For example, a tweet with a total
of 5 words and 4 discriminative words or combinations is
more likely to be unique than a tweet with 5 words but only
1 discriminative word or combination.

We select tweets from the year 2018 for the scoring
algorithm. These tweets are later used for creating the ground
truth and training the CNN and tweets from 2017 and
2019 are used for the test and finding unique interests.
To obtain more precise results, we chose the middle year for
training. This selection ensures that the trends in the discus-
sions of the training dataset are close to both 2017 and 2019.
Additionally, it allows us to detect changes in the trends.

For each set of tweets for the Ent, Mng, and Public sets,
words and combinations of two words in tweets and their
frequencies are found. Note that each hashtag (without the
‘‘#’’ sign) is considered one word. A combination of two
words is the coappearance of two words in a tweet, not in
two tweets. Thus, it is more comprehensive than bi-grams.
The order of words in the tweet is not considered in the
combination. In the scoring algorithm, the aim is to give more
weight to words/combinations that are used frequently by one
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community and less by public people. Therefore, the criterion
is the ‘‘frequency of appearance by more users’’. The goal is
not to give more weight to hashtags or consider the order or
position of words within a sentence. If a hashtag is related to
the unique interests of entrepreneurs/managers and is utilized
by many users, it is assigned more weight. The order of
words in the combination does not necessarily improve the
performance since

• There are active and passive sentences in which the
order of words in the sentence can change. For example,
the tweet ‘‘This laptop is produced by our company’’
can be written as ‘‘Our company produces this lap-
top’’. After applying cleaning, we have the cleaned
tweets ‘‘laptop produce company’’ and ‘‘company pro-
duce laptop’’. For the algorithm, it is important that the
same concepts appear together in both cleaned tweets.
However, if we consider the order for the combination,
we have combinations of {(laptop, produce), (produce,
company), (laptop, company)} for the first cleaned tweet
and {(company, produce), (produce, laptop), (company,
laptop)} for the other one. In this case, these tweets do
not have any common combination of two words, which
leads to incorrect results.

• Many tweets have hashtags, and they are usually con-
sidered to have the same importance. For example,
‘‘key factors in the market are #money #customers
#stocks’’ can be written as ‘‘key factors in the market
are #customers #stocks #money.’’ The three factors can
be written in different orders. We do not want to know
the importance of each factor to consider their order.
Our focus is solely on the concepts and whether they
are used together in a tweet or not. Moreover, these
factors can appear at the beginning of the tweet ‘‘#cus-
tomers #stocks #money are key factors in the market’’.
Considering the order can result in combinations such
as (market, customer) for the second cleaned tweet and
(customer, market) for the last cleaned tweet. However,
for the algorithm, it is important that both ‘‘customer’’
and ‘‘market’’ have been used together in one tweet. The
algorithm does not prioritize which word comes before
another or which word has a more important role in a
tweet. This is true for nonhashtag words; for example,
‘‘A and B are necessary for this factory’’ can be written
as ‘‘B and A are necessary for this factory.’’ Emphasis
can be done by the order, but it is not the focus of the
algorithm.

Here, frequency for a word or a combination of a two-word
means the number of users in each set (Ent, Mng, and Public
sets) that have used that word or combination in their tweets.
‘‘For each person, each word/combination in their tweets is
counted only once.’’ Note that it is very likely that there are
some repetitive tweets for each user. This is because one
person repeats a tweet (or very similar tweets) many times on
some days for emphasis or other reasons, such as in reporting
weather, such as these tweets: ‘‘Today is sunny’’ for one day
and ‘‘Today is almost sunny’’ for the next day. The word

‘‘sunny’’ is just counted once for this user. Additionally, one
user may mention the name of their company multiple times
in their tweets. If all usages of a word for a user are counted,
this will lead to the wrong inference that it is unique to a
community. However, the aim is to find concepts that are
unique and common for a community, not just for one or
a few users. This means that repetitive tweets from a user
are not considered, as repetitive tweets for ‘‘a user’’ do not
have any new words/combinations. The algorithm does not
differentiate if ‘‘a user’’ has used a word in one tweet or
multiple tweets. Similarly, for the combination of two words,
the algorithm checks if there is any tweet for the user that has
both words together. If the user has used that combination in
some tweets, it is just counted once for that user. If a user
retweets another user’s tweet, it is checked if there is a new
word/combination for the user or not.

Since the number of users in the Ent/Mng set can differ
from the number of users in the public set, we divide the
frequency in each set by the total number of users in that
set. If the normalized frequency or density (i.e. frequency
of a word/combination divided by the total number of users
in that set) of a word/combination in the Ent set is more
in comparison with its normalized frequency in the Public
set, we can say it is an indicative word/combination for
entrepreneurs (i.e. that word/combination is usually used just
by entrepreneurs and by no or few users by the public users).
Similarly, indicative words/combinations for the Public set
can be found. Thus, for each word/combination, a weight is
assigned that is the difference of its normalized frequency in
the two sets. This weight represents the relative normalized
frequency or relative density of one word or combination of
two words in the Ent/Mng sets with respect to the Public set.

For example, suppose that one Ent user has three tweets:
{‘‘Brand is important’’, ‘‘Our products show our quality’’,
‘‘Products of that brand are important’’}. After cleaning the
tweets, this user has the following words and combination of
two words in their tweets {brand, important, product, show,
quality, (brand, important), (product, show), (product, qual-
ity), (quality, show), (important, product), (brand, product)}.
For every user in the Ent and Public sets we find their words
and a combination of two words used in their tweets. As seen
in the example, every word and combination of two words
is counted just once for each user. Suppose that we have
10 users in the Ent set, and 8 of them have used ‘‘brand’’
in their tweets. In the Public set, there are 10 users, but only
1 user has used ‘‘brand’’ in their tweets. Therefore, the weight
for the word ‘‘brand’’ is (8/10) – (1/10) = 0.7. This is a
soft weighting scheme in which the weight can be a value
between 1 (indicating that all users in the Ent set have used
that word/combination and no user in the Public set has used
it) and -1 (indicating that no user in the Ent set has used it
but all users in the Public set have used it). This is in contrast
to hard weighting, which assigns a weight for ‘‘brand’’ as 1
(indicative for the Ent), 0 (not indicative), or -1 (indicative
for the Public). In other words, hard weighting only has three
possible values for the weights.
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A word/combination is more indicative if it has more
weight. The indicative words/combinations for the Ent/Mng
sets have positive weights, while for the Public set, they have
negative weights. For combinations of words, we multiply
weights by 2 since a combination of two words is more
informative than one word. Combinations of more than two
words were not exploited. This soft weighting scheme has
some advantages. It does not need human intervention. Fur-
thermore, it is less sensitive to an imbalance in the number of
users between two sets and it is independent of the number
of users. However, for better performance and more precise
weights, there should be more users in each set and more
tweets from any user.

For all words and combinations of two words in the Ent
(Mng) set their weights are obtained. Next, for each tweet
in the Ent set, all words and combinations of two words are
found; their weights are added, and the sum of weights is
divided by the number of words and combinations to find
a score for that tweet. The tweets are sorted based on their
scores from the most positive to the most negative.

These procedures are explained below. These formulas are
for calculating weights and scores for the Ent set. For theMng
set, they are obtained in a similar manner. For each word in
the Ent set, we calculate:

w
(
wordEntx

)
=

(
freqEntx
NEnt

)
−

(
freqPublicx
NPublic

)
(1)

where wis the weight for word x in the Ent set, representing
its relative normalized frequency, freqEntx is the frequency of
word x in the Ent set, freqPublicx is the frequency of word x in
the Public set, and NEnt and NPublic are the numbers of users
in the Ent and Public sets, respectively.

For each combination of two words in the Ent set, the
weight for the combination is calculated as follows:

c
(
wordEntx ,wordEnty

)
= 2 ∗

(
freqEntx,y
NEnt

)
− 2 ∗

(
freqPublicx,y
NPublic

)
(2)

where freqEntx,y is the frequency of the combination of words
x and y in the Ent set.

After finding weights for all words and combinations in the
Ent set, for each tweet in the Ent set, the weights for words
and combinations of two words in the tweet are aggregated to
find a score for that tweet:

score (tweet) =
1
N

∗

∑N

i=1
wi +

1
M

∗

∑M

j=1
cj (3)

where N and M are the number of words and combinations
of two words in the tweet, respectively.

Tweets in the Ent set are sorted based on their scores, and
the following hypothesis can be considered:

• A more positive score for a tweet means that it is more
likely to hold a unique discussion of entrepreneurs.

• A more negative score for a tweet means that it is more
likely to hold a public discussion.

Example:

• A tweet in the Ent set: ‘‘@John, AI is used in business.
http://abc.com’’

• After the full cleaning: ‘‘ai use business’’
• Words and their weights: ai = 0.2, use = −0.001, busi-
ness = 0.3

• Combinations of two words and their weights: (ai, busi-
ness) = 0.15, (ai, use) = 0.01, (business, use) = 0.0005

• N = 3 and M = 3
• Score for the tweet = 0.2−0.001+0.3

3 +
0.15+0.01+0.0005

3 =

0.2198
• This tweet is more likely to have a unique discussion of
entrepreneurs with a score of 0.2198

As stated before, before the scoring algorithm, full clean-
ing is applied to tweets since stop words, interjections, and
common words/expressions are not related to any opinion
or interest. Additionally, removing them leads to decreasing

FIGURE 2. Block diagram of the scoring algorithm for the Ent set.
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memory and increasing accuracy in calculating weights. The
block diagram of the scoring algorithm for the Ent tweets is
shown in Fig. 2. For the Mng tweets, it is similarly.

D. UNSUPERVISED CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
Tweets are short, usually with one or a few sentences, prob-
ably with some hashtags. In the case of some sentences in
tweets, sentences are mostly highly dependent on each other
contextually. Therefore, after the light cleaning, it is rational
to assume that each cleaned tweet looks like a long sentence.
Therefore, Kim’s strategy of convolutional neural network
(CNN) for sentence classification [41] can be used for tweet
classification. CNN is a well-known model that has been
widely used for many text classification tasks, especially for
short texts and sentences. A set of tweets with positive and
negative scores found by the scoring algorithm can be used as
an automatically created ground truth and is used for training
a CNN. The CNN is used for two purposes:

• Testing the hypothesis that the scoring algorithm works
well and consequently training samples are good.

• Determining the labels of the remaining tweets (tweets
from 2017 and 2019) to determine whether they are
unique to entrepreneurs or managers.

As stated in the previous subsection, whatever a tweet has
a more positive score, it is more likely that it is unique to
entrepreneurs or managers, and if a tweet has a more negative
score, it is very likely that it is common to the public. The
hypothesis that positive and negative samples found by the
scoring algorithm are good samples (i.e. whether many labels
found by the scoring algorithms are true) for training is tested
by CNN. Of course, for the tweets with scores near zero,
the degree of uncertainty is high, and they can be unique to
entrepreneurs/managers or common with the public. For this
purpose, different sets are selected (as will be explained in the
experimental section). Each set is partitioned into training,
validation, and test subsets. By training the CNN for the
training subsets and evaluating the results for the validation
and test subsets, this hypothesis can be checked. The block
diagram of the tweet classification is shown in Fig. 3.

To feed the CNN, tweets are first converted to vectors by
an embedding algorithm. For the word (token) embedding,
FastText [42], [43] is used. FastText can consider synonyms
or similar words. For example, the result for ‘‘team work’’ is
close to ‘‘group work.’’ Additionally, if there is a word that
does not exist in its vocabulary (unknown words), FastText
can find a vector for that word based on other words that share
substantial substrings and use subword information. This is
very useful in our case that tweets are used since there are
many unknown words or typos in the tweets.

CNN is utilized to extract semantic and abstract features
from the input data. CNN considers grams and context in the
tweet. Some concepts, such as ‘‘business’’ or ‘‘bank,’’ can
have different meanings based on the context: ‘‘Many people
are investing in the bank nowadays’’ and ‘‘The mountain is

FIGURE 3. Block diagram of the tweet classification.

near the bank river.’’ This difference can be detected in the
context of a tweet by CNN.

For the tweet classification, the strategy for the sentence
classification by CNN [41], [44], [45], as shown in Fig. 4,
is used.

A sentence of m words (or generally tokens), with zero
padding if necessary, is shown by X1:m = X1■X2■ . . . .■Xm,
where Xi ∈ Rk is the k-dimensional word vector for the i_th
word in the sentence and■ is the concatenation operator [41].
A convolution is performed by filter Vl ∈ Rhk that is applied
to a window of h words (shown by Xi:i+h) and gives us a
feature oi:

ol,i = f (Vl .Xi:i+h + b) (4)

where b ∈ R and f is a nonlinear activation function.
By applying a filter to all possible windows of words,
we obtain a feature map:

õl = [ol,1, . . . ol,m−h+1] (5)

Multiple filters with different window sizes are applied to
the sentence and each of them gives a feature map. In the next
layer, the max pooling layer operates on each feature map and
gives us the most important feature in each feature map.

Ol = max{õl} (6)

The output of the max pooling layers will be a vector
consisting of the maximum value from each feature map:

M = [O1,O2, . . . ,OL] (7)

where L is the number of all filters. This vector is fed to a
multilayer deep fully connected network in which the output
layer is a sigmoid function (positive as unique discussion and
negative as public discussion). Dropout layers are also used
for regularization.
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FIGURE 4. A CNN architecture for sentence classification. In this figure, filters with sizes of 2, 3, and
4 are shown [44].

E. TOPIC EXTRACTION
In this stage, the aim is to findwhich topics as unique interests
are discussed in the unique tweets found by the unsupervised
CNN. The well-known method of latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA) is used for this purpose. It is an unsupervised genera-
tive probabilistic model for a collection of data in which each
data point is modeled by a finite mixture over an underlying
set of topics [46]. LDA is a Bayesian hierarchical model that
assumes that documents (in our case, sets of unique tweets)
are produced from a mixture of topics. Similarly, topics
are produced from a mixture of words or tokens. In other
words, LDA is a matrix factorization method and converts
the document-term matrix into a document-topic matrix (a
matrix that represents the probability distribution of topics in
documents) and a topic-word matrix (a matrix that represents
the probability distribution of words in topics). Each topic is
represented as a weighted list of words. In LDA there is a
need to specify the number of topics in advance. We consider
this to be an arbitrary parameter that can only change the
resolutions of topics. Therefore, although we may choose a
number of topics, there is no human intervention, and we can
increase or decrease it to obtainmore general or more detailed
topics.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the experiments, since we consider general communi-
ties from managers and entrepreneurs, the more tweets from

many users around the world are used, the more reliable
results are obtained. The reason is that we do not know how
much percentage of a person’s tweets is related to their job
and unique habits. Most tweets of one user can be related to
the community’s unique discussions, while for another user,
most of their tweets can be related to public discussions.
Additionally, many tweets may be repetitive or very similar
to each other for one user. For example, a manager may have
similar tweets about the teamwork in their company. This is
generally true for most (not all) users since usually, every
person has a limited vocabulary (in speaking and writing)
and interests. For example, a person may tweet about man-
agement but not about mathematics, chemistry, art, or ‘‘all’’
jobs, sciences, and sports. They may like some sports such as
tennis and football, but they do not tweet about many or all
sports. Unless a tweet is related to a news TV or newspaper
account or people who tweet about everything (which is very
rare). Therefore, it is logical to say that people usually tweet
about topics that are important or favorite to them but not
every topic.

Furthermore, there may be robot users (fake accounts).
They are usually in public tweets, and they mostly tweet
about politics or famous people. Robot accounts may have
the target keyword ‘‘entrepreneur’’ or ‘‘manager’’ on their
profile. However, it is difficult to detect and remove these
accounts. Additionally, there might be accounts for users who
are entrepreneurs or managers for a very short time. These
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accounts and robot accounts can be considered noise in each
group.

Therefore, more users in a community give us better results
for unique interests regarding a professional community. The
experiments were performed for tweets from 2017-2019.
Tweets from the years 2020 and after that were not used
because many tweets are related to the pandemic issue, which
makes the data very noisy.

For the scoring algorithm, for the year 2018, 2M tweets
from 11440 entrepreneurs, 2M tweets from 7724 public users,
and 2M tweets from 10368 managers are used. As stated
before, the imbalance in the number of users does not affect
the scoring algorithm significantly. This algorithm returns
ranked lists of tweets for each Ent and Mng set. The number
of positive tweets (assumed to be unique to the Ent/Mng
communities) and negative tweets (assumed to be common
to the public) are shown in Table 1. The selected tweets from
this labeling (as will be described) are used to create ground
truths and for training the CNN.

TABLE 1. Number of tweets with positive, negative, and zero scores for
tweets in 2018 detected by the scoring algorithm. Most tweets with zero
scores are empty after cleaning.

For the tweet classification, tweets are first converted to
vectors by the embedding algorithm. FastText is used for
the embedding. Each embedded vector for a token has a
dimensionality of 300. These embedded tweets are fed to
the CNN.

For the CNN, we have used filter windows (h) of sizes of
s = 1, 2, . . . , 7. Here, even filter windows with small sizes of
1 and 2 have been used. The reason is that in our case, even
words alone can be important, and especially each hashtag
can convey a meaning or hashtags can be a concatenated
form of some words (such as #socailmedia). For each size,
there are 100 feature maps; thus, in total, there are 700 fil-
ters. For the convolutional layer, the activation function is
ReLU. Then, maximum pooling is performed, and from each
feature map, one feature is selected. These selected features
are concatenated to form the input vector to a network of
deep fully connected dense layers with dropout layers. The
number of hidden layers is 7. The activation function for the
hidden layers is linear, but for the output layer, it is sigmoid.
The Adamax optimizer with binary cross entropy is used.
For each model (as described), 70% of the samples are used
for training the neural network, 10% are used for validation,
and 20% of the samples are used as test samples. In each
of the training, validation, and test subsets, the numbers of
positive and negative labels are the same. The values for some
hyperparameters such as CNN window sizes, the number of
filters in each layer, the dropout rate, the batch size, and the

TABLE 2. Configuration settings for tweet classification by CNN.

number of hidden layers were manually selected from sets of
various values. Other hyperparameters, such as the learning
rate, were chosen based on the default setting of Keras. The
configuration settings are reported in Table 2.

As stated before, CNN is utilized to verify the performance
of the scoring algorithm and for the classification of tweets
from 2017 and 2019 for entrepreneurs and managers. First,
we want to check the hypothesis that the labeling by the
scoring algorithm is good, i.e. most positive and negative
labels are true. In other words, whatever a tweet has a more
positive score (in Ent or Mng sets), it is more likely to be
related to a unique discussion of entrepreneurs or managers;
similarly, a tweet with a more negative score is more likely
to represent a public discussion. Tweets with scores near zero
can be unique (to entrepreneurs/managers) or common with
the public. Since this work is an unsupervised task without
a real ground truth, determining a threshold for scores is
not possible. For this reason, different sets from the labeled
samples are created so that each set acts as an ‘‘automatically
created ground truth’’ made without human intervention.
Each set is selected based on the ranks of tweets and their
positive or negative labels. Three sets are selected from the
most positive andmost negative scores but with different total
numbers of samples. Additionally, one set is created from

TABLE 3. Various cases for creating ground truths for training, validation,
and testing the CNN. For each set, random shuffling is performed, and
70% of its samples are used for training, 10% of samples are assigned for
validation, and 20% of samples are used as test samples. Each subset of
training, validation, and test has an equal number of positive and
negative samples.
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the tweets with scores near zero. Another set is also created
from uniform random sampling from tweets with positive
and negative scores. These sets can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of labeling for tweets with the highest scores,
the lowest scores, and in total. These sets are described in
Table 3.

By training a CNN on the training subsets and consid-
ering the results for the corresponding validation and test
subsets, we can verify how much a ground truth is good, and
consequently, the effectiveness of the scoring algorithm can
be assessed. These results are presented in Tables 4 and 5,
in which each model is related to a CNN trained by one
case of ground truth since training the network on different
sets gives us different weights and hence different models.
Note that if there is low accuracy for a model, the reason
can be from an improper framework of classification (here,
the structure of the CNN) or the lack of good ground truth.
However, if there is high accuracy, it can be said that both the
structure of the CNN and the ground truth are good. Receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves and area under curves
(AUCs) for five models are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In these
figures, the curves for models 1, 4, and 5 almost coincide with
each other. These curves demonstrate the high performance of
models 1, 4, and 5.

TABLE 4. Accuracy of CNN models trained by cases 1 to 5 for Ent tweets.

TABLE 5. Accuracy of CNN models trained by cases 1 to 5 for Mng tweets.

The results from models 1, 4, and 5 show very
good accuracy (for both Ent and Mng), which indicates
that tweets with the most positive scores are unique to
entrepreneurs/managers and tweets with the most negative
scores are related to public discussions and hence show the
effectiveness of the scoring algorithm for these tweets. For
model 2, tweets with scores near zero, the accuracy decreases
significantly, but it is still relatively good. Note that for tweets
with scores near zero, there are two cases; they are unique
to entrepreneurs/managers (which are our target) or they are
related to the public, but their labeling accuracy is more than

FIGURE 5. ROC curves and AUCs for models 1 to 5 for Ent tweets.

FIGURE 6. ROC curves and AUCs for models 1 to 5 for Mng tweets.

TABLE 6. Results of classification by fusion (maximum voting) of
5 models.

60%. In general, the scoring algorithm works well from ran-
dom samples of all positive and negative labels (model 3), and
the accuracy is high. Therefore, in total, the scoring algorithm
gives us good labeling, especially for tweets with very high
positive and negative scores. Thus, when models with high
positive and high negative scores are used, more accuracy is
obtained for the prediction. However, if just models 1, 4, and
5 are used for the ‘‘classification of unseen tweets’’(i.e. tweets
from 2017 and 2019), the diversity of unique discussed inter-
estsmight be limited. To improve the power of generalization,
models 3 and even 2 are also used for the classification of
unseen tweets. This issue is due to the intrinsic nature of our
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TABLE 7. Topics and related words found by LDA for Ent unique tweets from 2017.

TABLE 8. Topics and related words found by LDA for Ent unique tweets from 2019.

problem that there is no known answer in advance and also
there is no real ground truth and human intervention.

We use a strategy similar to [47] and [48] (when there is
no real ground truth) in which the maximum voting of some
models is used as the final result. For this purpose, all of the
above five models are applied for the binary classification of
unseen Ent and Mng tweets. Then, for each tweet, maximum
voting is used to assign the label of that tweet; i.e. if the
number of positive classifications is more than negative ones,
it is labeled positive (unique discussion to the community);
otherwise, it is labeled negative (common discussions with

the public). The 2M tweets of the Ent and Mng sets in
2017 and 2019 are classified by five CNN models. These
results of maximum voting are presented in Table 6.
As it is observed from this table, while for entrepreneurs,

approximately half of their tweets are related to their unique
discussions about their profession and common habits and
interests, for managers, there are fewer tweets with unique
discussions (less than 40%) than common tweets with public
discussions. This means that managers share more common
ideas with public people in their tweets than entrepreneurs.
To understand the unique interests discussed by the
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TABLE 9. Topics and related words found by LDA for Mng unique tweets from 2017.

TABLE 10. Topics and related words found by LDA for Mng unique tweets from 2019.

managers’ and entrepreneurs’ communities, LDA is applied
to their unique tweets (after light cleaning) for topic extrac-
tion. LDA allocates topics to a set of tweets and words to
topics. The number of topics is selected as 10, and for each
topic, the most 20 keywords are found. These results are
shown in Tables 7-10.

As seen from the tables, it is relatively difficult to ‘‘name’’
an exact topic for each assigned topic. However, by taking
a closer look at the words (concepts) for topics, we can
say that entrepreneurs mostly tweet about ‘‘business, startup,
leadership, social media, innovation, money, work, artificial
intelligence, data, market (and marketing), time, (digital)

technology, company, support, need, people, sale, brand,
change, cryptocurrency, book, tax, job, goal, and learning.’’
Managers mostly discuss ‘‘business, money, work, people,
team, office, change, support, customers, time, data, tax,
market (and marketing), social media, artificial intelligence,
leadership, (digital) technology, service, book, sale, social
media, help, need, learning, and health.’’While entrepreneurs
and managers have many common interests, such as ‘‘arti-
ficial intelligence, social media, money, market, technology,
and work,’’ they have notable differences. For example,
entrepreneurs pay more attention to ‘‘innovation, new, strat-
egy, brand, thinking, and cost.’’ Managers are also more
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interested in ‘‘management, team, staff, service, health, and
care.’’ Additionally, it is seen that there are some interests
for both communities, such as ‘‘goal in work, social media,
change, (cyber) security, and (reading) books,’’ that these
interests may not be detected by humans in advance, at least
for one of the communities. Additionally, the tables show that
nearly the same topics are discussed with changes in time
(years 2017 and 2019).

However, it seems that some topics are common to the
public, such as some concepts in politics. There are some
reasons for these ‘‘noises.’’ These concepts are used with
other concepts related to their professions, so these tweets
may be difficult to be correctly classified by the CNNmodels.
Nevertheless, these concepts are separated by LDA, as seen
in the tables. Furthermore, the lack of diversity and balance
in geographical location can be important and create noise in
the results; however, due to the specific conditions of the API,
there is not much control over it. Moreover, regarding the
users, it should be noted that

• ‘‘Entrepreneur’’ is a specific word that is used just in
business, so when we find users that have this keyword
in their Twitter (X) profile description, there are three
kinds of users:

◦ Real entrepreneurs (our target)
◦ Not real (i.e. for a very short time) entrepreneurs
◦ Fake (robot) users

• ‘‘Manager’’ is not a unique word, and in addition to
business, itcan be used in other domains. For example,
one user may be a manager of their lab at the university,
a manager of a sports team, or a manager of a political
party. Therefore, if the word ‘‘manager’’ appears in the
Twitter (X) profile description, there are these types of
users:

◦ Real manager related to business (our target)
◦ Not real (i.e. for a very short time) managers related

to business
◦ Managers in other domains
◦ Fake (robot) users

Therefore, there are nontarget users in the sets collected by
the API that we have little control over. Tweets from these
undesirable users can decrease the performance of the scoring
algorithm and the CNN models trained on the automatically
created ground truths. Consequently, the result for the Ent set
‘‘seems’’ to be better than the Mng set, although it seems that
both have non-unique (or public) interests. However, since
this task is subjective and there is no human intervention and
predefined answers, we cannot confirm it with certainty.

V. DISCUSSION
One important issue is the selection of the model for the tweet
classification. It is crucial that the algorithm does not have
any bias. Large Language Models (LLMs), such as GPT-4
[49] and Llama [50], have good performance when utilized
with their pre-trained case. A pre-trained model indicates
that it has been trained on a vast amount of texts. These

texts include books and Wikipedia that have been written
by humans, mostly scholars. However, this introduces bias
in LLMs and possess prior knowledge. This contradicts our
conditions of avoiding any human bias, prior knowledge, and
famous authors.

In this study, just English tweets were considered. How-
ever, it is possible to use machine translation techniques
to include tweets in other languages. This would greatly
enhance our understanding of the unique discussions of inter-
ests of managers and entrepreneurs worldwide, as diversity
has increased with users tweeting in their own languages.

In the experiments, the data covered a relatively short time
period (2017-2019), and there were no significant changes
in the trends of interests, as observed in the results. This
is probably because there were no prominent events in the
world during those years. If we have tweets from more years,
the trends of interests may change significantly over the
years. There are several hypotheses for potential changes in
trends. One hypothesis is that changes can happen after a
certain period, such as every 5 or 10 years. Another idea
is that changes could be triggered by significant changes
in situations, such as a pandemic, a major advancement or
invention in technology, or significant shifts in global politics.
Exploring these ideas would be an intriguing topic for future
research.

VI. CONCLUSION
This study proposed a completely unsupervised method to
identify unique discussions of the interests of business com-
munities on Twitter or X (entrepreneurs and managers) that
were rarely tweeted by other people. These interests could
be in factual or sentimental sentences, related to their profes-
sions or not. This task was subjective, and the results could
be changed by the intervention of humans. Furthermore, there
was not a real ground truth. Therefore, conventional methods
were not applicable here. Hence, an unsupervised method
without human intervention and any prior knowledge was
proposed. First, unique tweets (discussions) were identified
in two stages. In the first stage, a scoring algorithm was
designed to give a weight to each word or combination of two
words based on the difference in its relative normalized fre-
quency in two datasets (entrepreneurs/managers and public
datasets). Frequency meant how many users in a dataset had
used that word or combination of two words in their tweets.
To be independent of the number of users, the frequencies
were divided by the number of users in each set to give
the normalized frequency. Based on these weights, a score
was assigned to each tweet (from the year 2018) and the
tweets were sorted based on their scores in the entrepreneur
and manager sets. Five ground truths were created based on
the sorted lists of tweets for each Ent and Mng set. In the
next stage, the unsupervised CNN showed the effectiveness
of the automatically created ground truths and consequently
the scoring algorithm. Five CNN models trained on these
ground truths were also used for the classification of other
tweets (from 2017 and 2019) to determine unique tweets.
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The final label for each tweet was obtained by maximum
voting on the results of these five models. Finally, LDA was
applied to the extracted unique tweets for topic extraction
as unique interests. The feature of this work is that it is
the first study for extracting unique discussions of interests
for entrepreneurs and managers from their tweets. This is
performed without any human bias or prior knowledge and
using automatically created ground truth by an unsupervised
method. Entrepreneurs and managers can use these results to
understand the trends and thoughts of their colleagues, par-
ticularly in their profession to enhance their performance set
appropriate strategies, and thus help their companies become
more successful. Although this method was used for business
communities, it can be generalized to any professional group.
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